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ESI TECHNOLOGIES NAMED DELL EMC CANADIAN PARTNER OF THE YEAR 2017
ESI is awarded “Instrastructure Growth Partner of the Year”

Montréal, Québec, October 25, 2017 – ESI Information Technologies was named “Dell EMC Partner of
the Year – Infrastructure Growth 2017” at the Dell EMC Partner Summit held in Toronto on October 25,
2017. This award recognizes the work of Canadian channel partners.
This is the 3rd time in as many years that ESI receives an award from Dell EMC.
“At Dell EMC, we are working hard to deliver extraordinary value and support for our channel partners. At
the Dell EMC Canadian Partner Summit in Toronto, we had an opportunity to recognize the extraordinary
work of our Canadian channel partners by announcing the 2017 Dell EMC Canadian Partner of the Year
Award winners. Companies such as ESI Technologies demonstrated outstanding collaboration and
results with Dell EMC and also delivered on the essence of our Realizing Extraordinary approach to
success.” stated Deanna Thomson, National Director, Channel Sales, Dell EMC Canada.
“This achievement is once again the demonstration of our long-term commitment to delivering customer
value and shows our engagement to deliver the best technologies that vendors like Dell EMC have to
offer” stated Patrick Naoum, ESI Executive VP – Strategy, Alliances & Client Solutions. “This award is the
result of our outstanding efforts in delivering Dell EMC solutions that truly benefit customers who are
looking to invest in best-of-breed data management and enterprise hybrid cloud solutions.”
About ESI Information Technologies
ESI Technologies has been helping Canadian companies to accelerate their business since 1994 by
connecting the critical areas of data transformation into knowledge. ESI’s mission is to provide solutions
from the leading manufacturers in the industry to manage, protect and transform the data generated by
business activities. ESI offers state-of-the-art technological expertise and a deep understanding of
business challenges in order to gain real added value from data volumes, making it a tangible competitive
advantage in an constantly evolving market. ESI has its head office in Montreal, and business locations in
Quebec City and Toronto. To learn more about ESI, visit www.esitechnologies.com
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